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BOX may be closed periodically for private sessions
All participants need to register for class (up to 5 days in advance).
There will be a $5 cancellation for those that do not cancel 24 hours in advance

CrossFit Pequannock
Our CF Boot Camp & Lite classes exclude our more challenging
CrossFit movements. We will be going over some of our
“Foundation” movements to prepare you for our regular classes.
You will be doing the basic cardio and body weight movements like
pushups, air squats, sit-ups, running, jump rope, etc. We will focus
on endurance, flexibility and stamina to help you reach your fitness
goals and introduce you to CrossFit's methodology and teaching
proper form.
Foundation classes are not required for Boot Camp classes
Our CrossFit Boot Camp class is appropriate for athletes of all
levels of fitness and experience. All are welcome!
Our regular CrossFit classes are also extremely scalable to ANY
fitness level. If you have an injury or physical limitation our coaches
will help you substitute a scaled movement so that you can still
workout at a good intensity safely. You will find CrossFit can be
scaled to ANY and ALL fitness levels!
Foundation classes are required for those who join the regular
CrossFit classes. During these four mandatory classes you will learn
how to properly squat, press, deadlift, as well as some elementary
gymnastics exercises. You will be taught how to progress the
movements to suit your own level of fitness with an emphasis on
proper technique and safety. Each “Foundations” class ends with a
real CrossFit workout (modified for beginners).
Our new Specialty Class will concentrate on 1 or 2 gymnastic or
“Specialty” movements and spend the majority of that class
working on that specific movement. This class is great for beginners
and experienced athletes.

CrossFit Pequannock “CFP” is a “Box” within a
“Box”. Nowhere in North Jersey can you have the
workout of the day “WOD” in the gym “Box” one
day, outside the next day and in the POOL the
following day. The workout variations in CFP are
endless and unique to the CrossFit community in the
North Jersey area.
The CrossFit Pequannock's programming is meant
to be scaled and suitable for all ages, fitness levels
and physical conditions. Anybody can be an athlete
at CrossFit Pequannock. The philosophy behind
CrossFit training is an all-inclusive lifestyle change.
Our program is distinctive, if not unique, in its focus
on maximizing neuroendocrine response, developing
power, cross-training with multiple training
modalities, constant training and practice with
functional movements, and the development of
successful diet strategies.
Classes will be limited to 10 people. Call or stop in
to sign up for our classes at CrossFit Pequannock.
381 Route 23
Pompton Plains, NJ
973-839-8823
CrossFit@Spa23.com

